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While Cache Valley temperatures still reach into the 90s,
summer is quickly nearing an end for us at the Huntsman
School. The faculty and staff will hold our annual Fall
Start-Up meeting on August 18 as we prepare to welcome
bright, new faces into our bright, new building on August
29.
As we commemorate the end of summer, I am so excited
to note that Jeff Johnson, associate professor in our
Management Information Systems Department, was
granted a patent that could revolutionize online security.
The revolution in telecommunications and ecommerce
has transformed our lives, but the speed and ease of
communications and commerce are unfortunately
counterbalanced by the lack of privacy and security.
Many of us have had to deal with stolen credit card
numbers, or worse, identity theft, and online hacking is
becoming a tool of geopolitical gamesmanship. Jeff’s
innovation, to use language-based encryption rather than
math-based encryption, has the potential to change the
entire cybersecurity industry.
Our global economy demands that we educate and expose
our students to the economics, politics, business, and
culture outside of the United States. Our Global Learning
Experiences Program, now over a decade old, continues
to find innovative ways to provide opportunities for our
students to see firsthand how business is conducted
around the world.
Finally, I want to introduce Sam Brand, our new
development officer, to our alumni community. Sam is an
Aggie who brings a wealth of sales and business
development experience to our team, and I am sure he
will be reaching out to you soon.
Best,
Stay connected with us:
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This summer MIS Associate Professor Jeff Johnson was granted a
patent for his unique form of information security, one that has the
potential to revolutionize online security.  Patent #9391962, “Multi-
node Encryption”, is an idea that could potentially upset the entire
internet industry.
Describing the genesis of his idea, Professor Johnson offered the
following analogy, “In the cyber world we have bad guys who are
constantly trying to hurt us. Our defense against these bad guys is
to build great stone walls that act as a shield. Unfortunately, over
time the bad guys obtain machines that can crush stone.
Surprisingly, our solution is to simply use more stones in the wall.”
So, why then are we building our defenses out of the very source of
our enemy’s strength?
He went on to explain that the defensive “stone wall” represents
math encryption (the traditional form of cyber security). The bad
guys’ “stone crushing machines” are computers designed with the
very purpose of processing mathematical codes better and faster
than humans ever could. Professor Johnson realized the insanity of
fighting fire with fire. Soon after this realization, his idea was born.
Computers struggle with some forms of language based
information. Proof of this observation is readily apparent when
looking at errors caused by the auto-correct function programed in
any computer operated device. The solution: language based
encryption!
The idea of language based authentication dates back to biblical
times. Armies would use a particular word as a form of authentication for soldiers passing in and out of
guarded borders. Each word used was selected because it was extremely difficult for their enemies to
pronounce correctly. Thus, making it even more effective.
Within the cyber security realm, a similar communication process is made possible through an (A-Z) chain of
paired nodes that spans the network. Professor Johnson proposed that each pair of nodes in that chain
would speak its own slang language that only that pair understands. (A) talks to (B) in a language that (C)
doesn’t understand, so then (B) turns around and translates the message to (C) in a language that (C)
understands, and so forth and so on throughout the chain. Once you have established these links then (A)
will be able to send a message to (Z) and it will simply go through a process of repeated translations between
each pair of nodes until it arrives at (Z) in a word form that both (Z) and (A) understand. Following this method
(A) and (Z) then have their own language on top of this.
Even if a cyber eavesdropper were to intercept or gain access to any one of the messages passed between a
pair of nodes it will simply be an abstract word out of context and afford the threat no help in understanding
the true message of (A-Z). If at any time threats are sensed the nodes will simply each change their
randomized slang word and continue the process.
After spending the last five years researching and developing his idea, Professor Johnson was granted a
patent on the second section of his project. He is continuing his efforts to obtain the patent for the first
section of his proposal. In the meantime, he plans to refine his work by building and testing prototype
systems.
Some have said that if Professor Johnson’s “one-time pad” approach is someday realized, it would be
considered the holy grail of information security.
Fighting Fire with Innovation
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Foreign travel is an opportunity that can greatly enrich a student’s education and the Global Learning
Experiences program at the Jon M. Huntsman School of Business does just that. Aligning with the school’s
pillar of global vision, the program provides rich, in-country experiences while providing a business focused
curriculum. The structure helps students develop a global mindset which “is imperative for students who will
enter a highly globalized marketplace upon graduation.” The program contains a broad portfolio of options
for both undergraduate and graduate programs with experiences in London, Paris, South America, Asia,
Europe, and Africa.
Hannah Morgan, a senior studying Marketing, spent a portion of her summer in South America. Though she
had previously traveled to England through another study abroad program at Utah State, Hannah saw this
program as “an opportunity to learn about business in a different country and environment.” The Global
Learning Experiences were a chance for Hannah to participate in a program that was highly related to
business while providing her with career development opportunities. The program allowed her to travel and
also gave her the opportunity to complete additional business credits, helping her graduate on time.
Hannah and other program participants spent two and a half weeks
traveling through Chile and Peru. While in Trujillo, Peru, the students
have the opportunity to work with the Huntsman School’s Small
Enterprise Education and Development (SEED) Program interns in
the area. When asked how this experience will help Hannah excel
while performing in the work force she stated,
As part of the program we performed due diligence on three
different business proposals and I believe that is a very
important perspective to understand for a business student. It
evaluates standards, ethics, and performance in different ways
that help you perform better as well as helping those working
with you. Due diligence is important for every business and
therefore knowing how to perform the needed steps will help
throughout my life.
Though initially she was hesitant about the large amount of business
visits during the trip, Hannah stated, “they turned out to be my
favorite thing. Specifically, getting to tour the Good Year tire plant
was a major highlight. The tour took about three hours, but watching
them create tires from nothing was spectacular.”
Hannah admits that she didn’t know a lot about the program at the beginning “but coming out I have become
more confident in my work and business relations. I have gained a better understanding of large businesses
and how they can run efficiently and I made great connections that can help me in my future.”
Hannah further stated, “This travel experience taught me to do hard things by branching out and learning
outside of a classroom. During this trip I gained a greater respect for work and school, which has helped me
to focus more on my end goals this coming year and how I plan to get myself there.”
To learn more about Global Learning Experiences please visit this website or contact Liz Allred, Program
Director, at liz.allred@usu.edu.
How Global Experiences Enrich Learning
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Aggie Alumnus Joins Huntsman Development
Team
August  2016
The Huntsman School has welcomed Aggie alumnus Sam Brand as a development officer.
Prior to joining the Huntsman School, Sam provided development strategy, campaign counsel, as well as
marketing insights for various organizations, including the telecommunications company IMSAR, and for
Zion’s Bank. As a development officer for IMSAR, he assisted in acquiring more than $120M in federal and
commercial contracts, the first of that magnitude undertaken by the company, and helped grow their
business by more than 300 percent.
Sam’s Aggie passion comes from being a graduate of Utah State University, where he earned his Bachelor of
Arts degree in Family & Consumer Sciences with minors in Family Finance and Portuguese. He also met his
lovely wife, Erin, while attending USU and they now have six children. He says that he owes everything to
Utah State University for giving him his start with an outstanding education and amazing, on-campus student
experience.
With over fifteen years of experience in sales, marketing, and business development, Sam brings a wealth of
sales training, practice, and experience in working with businesses from around the globe. Sam’s role with
the Huntsman School will involve alumni engagement, as well as individual and institutional development.
Contact Information
Email Address:  sam.brand@usu.edu
Phone Number: 801.205.2103
